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Sommario

Identify and operationalize best in class Ecosystem model as a Center of Excellence (CoE) . and drive
healthcare solution partnerships and alliance

About the Role

Develop Ecosystem model to solve treatment pathway challenges through an systematic approach
w/HCP,HCS groups, Patient groups and alliances
Leverage TA Ecosystem initiative and knowledge and make it asset to NPKK
Drive, test and implement with agility new innovative operating model to improve trust & Value with
customers
Continuously explore healthcare solution partnerships, alliance and ecosystems (scouting, testing and
onboarding)
Deliver unparalleled customer experience and maximize impact

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Divisione
International
Business Unit
Innovative Medicines
Posizione
Giappone
Sito
Head Office (Japan) (Pharmaceuticals)
Company / Legal Entity
JP05 (FCRS = JP005) Novartis Pharma K.K.
Functional Area
Marketing
Job Type
Full time 1/2

https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network


Employment Type
Regular
Shift Work
No
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